
 
 
 

 
 

 Market News,  June 18th  , 2019  

  

CRYPTOCURRENCY MARKET NEWS 

(News No.17) 

1. Focus of Financial Information and Market 

 What’s latest news and headlines around the world related to the state of the global economy? Follow this cryptocurrencies newsletter to 

get all updates. 

 Trump warns of a 'market crash the likes of which has not been seen before' if he loses 2020 election 

 China prepared for long trade fight with the U.S. - party journal 

 Trump ban could cause Huawei's smartphone shipments to drop 60% this year [Updated] 

 The market believes the Fed will cut rates by September. Should it? 

 India to impose retaliatory tariffs on 28 U.S. goods from Sunday 

 Debate over OPEC meeting date distracts from decision on oil output cuts 

 Bloomberg: UK Interdealer Broker TP ICAP to Sell CME’s Bitcoin Futures 

 Samsung Mulls Collaboration with Blockchain and 6G Firms to Stay Competitive 

 Welcome Mr Omar Chen, CEO of ZBG @ZBGofficial for visiting 

 



 
 
 

 
 

 WORLD NEWS The Degree of Influence 

1 

Trump warns of a 'market crash the likes of which has not been seen before' if he loses 2020 

election — but economists are worried he's causing a recession on his own 

"The Trump Economy is setting records, and has a long way up to go," he said. "However, if 

anyone but me takes over in 2020 (I know the competition very well), there will be a Market Crash 

the likes of which has not been seen before! KEEP AMERICA GREAT)." 

The stock market, a close but far from perfect measure for some aspects of the economy's health, 

are indeed up about 27% since the President's inauguration on January 20, 2017, but those gains 

have been mired by massive sell offs sparked by trade war fears amid tariff fights with China, 

Mexico, and other countries. 

Positive ( +)  

 

2 

China prepared for long trade fight with the U.S. - party journal 

SHANGHAI (Reuters) - The United States has underestimated the Chinese people's will to fight a 

trade war and Beijing is prepared for a long economic battle, an influential Chinese Communist 

Party journal said on Sunday. 

- China would not give way on major principles in its negotiations with the United States on 

ending the dispute, the commentary in the ideological journal Qiushi, or Seeking Truth, said. 

- The editorial represented "a further mobilisation of Chinese society" in the struggle against 

U.S. trade pressure, wrote Hu Xijin, editor-in-chief of the state-run Global Times newspaper, 

Positive ( +)  

 



 
 
 

 
 

in a tweet. "China will not be afraid of any threats or pressure the United States is making 

that may escalate economic and trade frictions. China has no choice, nor escape route, and 

will just have to fight it out till the end," the commentary said. 

3 

The market believes the Fed will cut rates by September. Should it? 

The federal reserve is changing direction. In December it predicted that it would raise the federal 

funds rate twice in 2019, to 2.75-3.0%. In March it thought it would hold rates steady instead. 

Investors now think there is a one-in-five chance that it will cut rates at its meeting on June 19th, 

and a 95% chance that it will do so by September (see chart). Jerome Powell, the Fed’s chairman, 

has said it is “ready to act”. 

Neutral 

 

4 

Trump ban could cause Huawei's smartphone shipments to drop 60% this year [Updated] 

- Bloomberg has now published a new report that suggests Huawei is preparing for up to a 

60% drop in smartphone shipments in overseas markets. The company is also said to be 

mulling discontinuing the Honor 20 in international markets. 

- Citing internal sources, the report claims Huawei is expecting its international smartphone 

shipments to drop in volumes between 40 to 60 million units this year. International 

shipments accounted for nearly half of the company's total shipment volume in 2018. Earlier 

this year, Huawei had set its annual smartphone shipment goal at 250 million units. In case 

global shipments do end up dropping by around 60 million, it would mean Huawei might end 

Positive ( +)  

 



 
 
 

 
 

up shipping fewer number of phones this year than it did last year. The company set a new 

record last year by shipping more than 200 million smartphones. 

- In addition to preparing itself for a massive drop in sales overseas, the company is closely 

monitoring the launch of the Honor 20, which made its global debut in London last month. 

The Honor 20 is slated to go on sale in parts of Europe on June 21. In case the smartphone 

fails to sell in decent numbers, Huawei may consider cutting off shipments. In France, two of 

the country's biggest carriers have reportedly shown no interest at all in the latest Honor 

smartphone. 

5 

India to impose retaliatory tariffs on 28 U.S. goods from Sunday 

- NEW DELHI (Reuters) - India will impose higher retaliatory tariffs on 28 U.S. products 

including almonds, apples and walnuts from Sunday, following Washington’s withdrawal of 

key trade privileges for New Delhi. 

- From June 5, President Trump scrapped trade privileges under the Generalized System of 

Preferences (GSP) for India, the biggest beneficiary of a scheme that allowed duty-free 

exports of up to $5.6 billion. 

India termed that “unfortunate” and vowed to uphold its national interests. 

 

Positive ( +)  

 

 

6 
US businesses beg to be left off Trump's tariff list 

Hundreds of U.S. businesses from local bridal shops to multibillion-dollar retailers have submitted 

Neutral 

 



 
 
 

 
 

comments to the U.S. Trade Representative's Office opposing President Donald Trump's plan to 

slap tariffs on another $300 billion of Chinese imports. 

7 

Empire State manufacturing index posts largest-ever drop into negative territory in June 

- The Empire State manufacturing index plummeted 26.4 points to negative 8.6 in June, the 

New York Fed said Monday. That’s a record decline. Economists had expected a reading of 

positive 10, according to a survey by Econoday. 

- Any reading below zero indicates a contraction in activity. The last time the index was 

negative was in October 2016. 

- What happened: There was broad-based weakness in the report. A key metric, the new-orders 

index, sank 21.7 points to -12 in June. Shipments fell 6.6 points to 9.7. Unfilled orders also 

fell sharply and inventories sank into negative territory. The index of future activity fell only 

4.9 points to 25.7 in June. 

- Big picture: Manufacturing has been a weak link in the economy this year, buffeted by 

uncertainty caused by tough U.S. trade policy against China and Mexico and a slowing of 

activity overseas. Auto sales are set to be lower this year. The large pullback might bolster 

the case for an interest-rate cut when Federal Reserve officials meet on Tuesday and 

Wednesday. 

Positive ( +)  

 

8 Debate over OPEC meeting date distracts from decision on oil output cuts Positive ( +)  



 
 
 

 
 

- Saudi Arabia has said it is confident that the deal between OPEC and allied producers, also 

known as “OPEC+”, to cut a combined 1.2 million barrels of oil production during the first 

half of 2019, will be extended, according to a report from S&P Global Platts. 

- Saudi energy minister Khalid al-Falih said Monday in Tokyo that all but one OPEC member 

has agreed to delay the group’s June 25-26 meeting to the first week of July—after the Group 

of 20 leaders’ summit in Osaka, the S&P Global Platts report said. The one holdout appears 

to be Iran. 

- Iran’s Minister of Petroleum Bijan Zangeneh, meanwhile, said he would confirm 

rescheduling the OPEC meeting if it was held on July 10, 11, or 12, according to a report 

from petro energy information network Shana, which pointed out that changing the dates 

would require unanimity 

 

9 

Iran Threatens to Exceed Some Limits of Nuclear Deal, and Trump Orders Deployment of 

1,000 More Troops 

- WASHINGTON — Tensions between the United States and Iran flared on Monday as 

Tehran said it would soon breach a key element of the 2015 international pact limiting its 

nuclear program, while President Trump ordered another 1,000 troops to the Middle East and 

vowed again that Iran would not be allowed to develop a nuclear weapon. 

- The Pentagon’s announcement of the troop deployment came three days after attacks on two 

Positive ( +)  

 



 
 
 

 
 

oil tankers in the Gulf of Oman that the administration has blamed Iran for. And it came 

hours after Iran said it was within days of violating a central element of the landmark 2015 

agreement — intended to curb its ability to develop a nuclear weapon — unless European 

nations agreed to help it blunt crippling American economic sanctions. 

10 

 

Gold Prices Flat, Reflecting Caution Ahead of Fed Meeting 

- Ivesting.com - Gold prices were little changed on Monday, losing steam after five 

consecutive sessions of gains as investors turned cautious despite expectations for hints at 

looser policy from the Federal Reserve on Wednesday. 

- Gold futures for August delivery on the Comex division of the New York Mercantile 

Exchange, was nearly unchanged at $1,344.15 a troy ounce by 10:08 AM ET (14:08 GMT). 

Prices have risen 5% in the last three weeks alone on signs of the U.S. economy slowing, 

with the result that even the biggest ever monthly drop in the New York Federal Reserve's 

index of manufacturing activity couldn't drive prices higher on Monday. 

- Although the Fed is not expected to change interest rates on its policy decision on 

Wednesday, analysts are widely expecting U.S. central bank chief Jerome Powell to present a 

more dovish outlook. 

Neutral 
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1 

Bloomberg: UK Interdealer Broker TP ICAP to Sell CME’s Bitcoin Futures 

United Kingdom-based interdealer broker TP ICAP will sell bitcoin (BTC) financial derivatives, 

Bloomberg reports on June 17. 

Per the report, the ICAP unit of the firm now allows its customers to buy or sell the Chicago 

Mercantile Exchange’s (CME) bitcoin futures. In June, the Chicago Board Options Exchange’s 

bitcoin futures will expire with no current plans for renewal, leaving the CME as the sole offerer 

of BTC futures. 

TP ICAP also reportedly expects to add non-deliverable forwards tied to the largest 

cryptocurrency, and then plans to open desks in Asia and the United States. Bloomberg claims that 

the company took the decision due to a decrease of its core business model: 

“Interdealer brokers have traditionally relied on handling trades for banks, but their volumes 

shrunk in the aftermath of the financial crisis. A profit warning last year wiped 36% from TP 

ICAP’s market value in a day. It’s regained about 10% since then to 1.6 billion pounds ($2 

billion).” 

Positive ( +)  

 

2 

Samsung Mulls Collaboration with Blockchain and 6G Firms to Stay Competitive 

According to a Bloomberg report published June 16, 2019, South Korean tech giant Samsung is 

seeking to collaborate with next-generation platform firms to stay competitive in the rapidly 

advancing technological industry. 

Positive ( +)  

 



 
 
 

 
 

Samsung Electronics Co. Vice Chairman Jay Y. Lee said the company will pursue investment in 

future businesses including sixth-generation mobile networks and system semiconductors as the 

South Korean tech giant faces a rapidly changing global business environment that has already put 

pressure on profit. 

Lee, the company’s de facto leader, last week held discussions with Samsung executives on 

potential collaboration with platform companies on 6G mobile networks, blockchain technologies 

and artificial intelligence, Samsung said in an emailed statement on Sunday. 

In addition to guidance on investment plans for its system semiconductors, the executives also 

reviewed risk-response plans for Samsung’s chip business and discussed challenges posed by 

structural changes in the technology industry, according to the statement. 

Samsung’s statement didn’t specifically mention ongoing trade tensions between the U.S. and 

China or bans on rival Huawei, two issues that have weighed on the global economic outlook and 

complicated supply chains for manufacturers. 

3 

Bitcoin Surpasses 1 Million Daily Active Addresses 

Bitcoin just passed an interesting milestone today, one we haven’t seen since November 27, 2017. 

According to CoinMetrics.io, there are now over a million daily active addresses, a number that is 

defined as the number of unique “from” or “to” addresses used per day. 

Positive ( +)  

 

4 Market capitalization of crypto currencies exceed 289 billion USD, increase more than 6.6% Positive ( +)  



 
 
 

 
 

of total market capitalization. In addition to BTC, altcoin also contributes to this rally.  

 

 

  IZI NEWS The Degree of Influence 

1 

IZI has just been officially listed on Coinmarket Cap by CMC. Now, investors can freely look 

up and find information about IZI. This is one of the efforts to show that IZI always follows 

international standards and to be recognized by the world. Following the link below for more 

information:  https://coinmarketcap.com/currencies/izichain/ 

Excellent (++) 

2 

Mr Omar Chen, CEO of ZBG @ZBGofficial 

(http://zbg.com  - top 6 exchanges global) visited 

IZIChain office. Hope we can continue to have 

discuss business together in the near future. 

Follow us at : 

https://twitter.com/chain_izi/status/11397658233

19314433 

 

Excellent (++) 

https://coinmarketcap.com/currencies/izichain/
https://twitter.com/chain_izi/status/1139765823319314433
https://twitter.com/chain_izi/status/1139765823319314433


 
 
 

 
 

2.Comparison Table for summary of important product 

 

  

Comparison Table  ( In USD) 

Name of  Product Current Price 
The price of the 

previous day 
Change Note  

Bitcoin 9350.00 8700.00 7.47%   

Ethereum 273.00 267.00 2.25%   

Brent Oil Futures 60.25 61.46 -1.97%   

Crude Oil WTI Futures 52.00 52.69 -1.31%   

Gold 1339.00 1342.00 -0.22%   

Dow Jones 26125.00 26120.00 0.02%   

USD Index 96.9500 97.0000 -0.05%   



 
 
 

 
 

1. CRYPTOCURRENCIES MARKET COMMENT 

BTC 

 



 
 
 

 
 

1st Support Level (Long term) $5,00-$6,200 1st Resistance Level ( day) $8,000-8,500 

2nd Support Level (week) $6,200-$6,800 2nd Resistance Level ( week) $9,000-$9,500 

3rd Support Level (day) $6,800-7,200 3rd Resistance Level ( Long term) $10,000 

4th Support Level (short term) $7,700 4th Resistance Level ( Long term) $12,000 

 

BTC exceeds $ 9,000 and breaks the previous trend channel. The long-term uptrend has been confirmed, but it is likely that the 

price will have to adjust a short-term span before rising again. 

Recommendation: 

- Short-term investor can have swing trading in this range of price . 

- Long-term investors : should observe only and wait for a successful retest at $9000 or strong SL to increase participation. 

  



 
 
 

 
 

ETH 

 

 



 
 
 

 
 

1st Support Level (Long term) $164 1st Resistance Level ( day) $270-290 

2nd Support Level (week) $183 2nd Resistance Level ( week) $320 

3rd Support Level (day) $220 3rd Resistance Level ( Long term) $255-290 

4th Support Level (short term) $230 4th Resistance Level ( Long term) $320-390 

 

ETH price has not surpassed the range of RL1 ( $270 - $290). Observe the candle of the May 30, the possibility of ETH will continue 

to fluctuate around $220- $290 in the near future. 

Recommendation: 

- Short-term investors can have derivative swing trading in the range of $ 220- $ 290 . 

- Long-term investors : should limit investment disbursed, should observe the cash flow patiently to consider buying more ETH. 

  



 
 
 

 
 

IZI 

 



 
 
 

 
 

1st Support Level (Long term) - 1st Resistance Level ( day) $0.17- $0.3 

2nd Support Level (week) $0.01-$0.02 2nd Resistance Level ( week) $0.31-$0.36 

3rd Support Level (day) $0.25- $0.45 3rd Resistance Level ( Long term) $0.38-$0.5 

4th Support Level (short term) $0.05 4th Resistance Level ( Long term) $0.097-$0.13 

 

- IZI's failure to cross the $ 0.12 area indicates that IZI will continue to fluctuate around $0.05- $0.1 in the near future. 

-  Observe the current trading volume , there is no sign of increasing prices in the next time. The trend is to continue moving sideways and 

accumulating trading volume  

Note: 

- It is expected that the price may continue to fluctuate in a long time when there is no new cash flow and the upward trend is not certainty. 

 

 

 

 

 



 
 
 

 
 

CONTACT: 

Website: https://www.izichain.network 

Newsletters: https://www.izichain.network/ban-tin.html 

Twitter: https://twitter.com/chain_izi 

Telegram Channel: https://t.me/izichainnetworkchannel 

Telegram Global: https://t.me/izichainnetwork 

Telegram Vietnam: https://t.me/izichainvietnam 

Telegram Indonesia: https://t.me/izichainindonesia 

Telegram Philippines: https://t.me/izichainphilippine 

Telegram Indian: https://t.me/izichainindia 

Telegram Bangladesh:  https://t.me/izichainbangladesh 

Telegram Persian:  https://t.me/izichainiran  

Telegram Turkey: https://t.me/izichainturkey 

Telegram Africa : https://t.me/izichainafrica   

https://www.izichain.network/
https://www.izichain.network/ban-tin.html
https://twitter.com/chain_izi
https://t.me/izichainnetworkchannel
https://t.me/izichainnetwork
https://t.me/izichainvietnam
https://t.me/izichainindonesia
https://t.me/izichainphilippine
https://t.me/izichainindia
https://t.me/izichainbangladesh
https://t.me/izichainiran
https://t.me/izichainturkey


 
 
 

 
 

Coineal Exchange: 

http://h5.coineal.com/business.html?s=IZI-USDT 

https://www.coineal.com/trade_center.html 

 

Coingecko:  

https://www.coingecko.com/en/coins/izichain 

 

Etherscan:  

https://etherscan.io/token/0xdf59c8ba19b4d1437d80836b45f1319d9a429eed  

http://h5.coineal.com/business.html?s=IZI-USDT
https://www.coineal.com/trade_center.html
https://www.coingecko.com/en/coins/izichain
https://etherscan.io/token/0xdf59c8ba19b4d1437d80836b45f1319d9a429eed


 
 
 

 
 

NOTICE: 

- This newsletter is produced by the IZIChain, released daily to you hang. This message provides information and ideas is only for 

reference purposes.  

 

- This message no intention and purpose constitute financial advice, investment, transaction, or any other advice. This message  not to 

be construed as a solicitation or an offer to buy or sell any currencies. Information and comments do not mean to endorse or 

recommend any cryptocurrencies or other investment vehicles based on mass media. IZIChain tried in the scope may use the 

information complete and reliable, but we have not confirmed the information given is absolutely correct and complete.  

 

- The reader should also note that unless otherwise stated, the IZIChain and 3rd party data provider  does not warrant the accuracy, 

completeness and timeliness of the data that we provide and will is not responsible for any damage related to the use of these data is 

guaranteed the right common , partial or whole this newsletter are not corrected, reproduced in any form without the consent in 

writing of IZIChain. Sincerely thank customers. 

 


